Hello,
First of all, a very warm welcome to all of
my Facebook (including Youtube) followers
(group members) and I must say thanks to
everyone who supports me in my journey of
matchmaking by sharing and always liking
the material which I have uploaded from
time to time.
Ahmed International matchmaker offers
personal and confidential online
matchmaking services to everyone
regardless of their location and religion
whether you are Muslim, Hindu, Christian
or belongs to Sikh community. I can offer
you marriage proposal of the same country
where you are living by just filling an online
marriage form on any of my website.
I recommend you all that must fill online
marriage form before contacting me on any
of my two websites.
1. www.UniversalMarriageBureau.com
2. www.Ahmedmatchmaker.com
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After spending almost a dedicated decade
on matchmaking, I have concluded that I
must offer my services in 2 broad
categories.
The first category is named as "Paid
Category" which is designed for the people
looking for personal and confidential
matchmaking across globe. (your
information and pictures will not be
published on any website which I owned) In
this category I will send you around 20 to
36 handpicked marriage proposals against
a fees of 300 US dollar (1100 Dirham) or
equivalent in your local currency to send
potential bride groom from the country
where you are living. Our main expertise
are in USA, UK, Canada, Australia, Europe,
Dubai and Middle Eastern Countries.
The second category is named as "Free
Category" which is designed mainly for the
poor woman or man who cannot afford my
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fees, (Non-working ladies or gentleman
those are earning below 300US$ or
equivalent will be entertained in this
category) their information and 3 pictures
(three pictures in the same clothing from 3
different angles so no one can use anyone
else images, because it's hard to get such
images of others from online resource).
Your complete ethical information with your
email address (no mobile number will be
published to avoid dating) will be posted on
my website either on www.shaadi.group or
www.Nikah.group (Ahmed International
matchmaker have a right to accept or reject
any profile without giving any reason, and
the decision will be treated as final). The
second category is design just to help poor
people, profiles will be published just to
give benefit to the poors, so no legal
obligation or legal suit will be entertained in
any circumstances, anywhere in the world.
Either you want "Paid Category" or "Free Category", filling form on Universalmarriagebureau.com
or Ahmedmatchmaker.com is mandatory in both the cases, while filling marriage form if you face
any difficulty you can drop your details with the recent picture on ahmedmatchmaker@gmail.com
Thanking you
Ahmed International matchmaker
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